My name’s Chris Payne. I’ve been creating
and marketing info products for the last 25
years. My rst info product did $3m in gross
sales revenue. I’ve had other 7- gure
launches.
Nowadays I spend a lot of my time writing
books and teaching other people how to
make money by outsourcing the majority of
the work to create micro-niche Kindle
ebooks and thin Amazon paperbacks that
solve problems and make good money.
I live just outside London and have 2
teenage sons
Here’s a simple maths question for you
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There were 5 frogs sitting on lily pads
…and two frogs decide to jump into the pond
Now, how many frogs remain on the lily pad?

Don’t just look ahead! Answer the question.
Most people say ‘3’, because what they can often imagine is
this

BUT… The answer is actually 5. Why
Because it’s one thing to decide, and it’s another thing to
actually do it
We often nd ourselves having to male a lot of decisions,
but all that thinking and planning will go to waste if we don’t
actually take action
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You may decide you want to make money online, but that’s
not enough for you to start making money

Here’s the lesson: Action is the key. Decide on a simple
project, then take the rst step, and the next

How to get motivate
Here’s one of my favourite stories… A man moved into a
new house in a quiet neighbourhood. He went for a walk
one morning, and he walked past a house with a garden on
it. On the porch was a dog howling away
Auuu! Au au auuu!
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The man glanced at the dog, bewildered, but then carried on
walking round the block

As he came back again, he saw the dog still in the porch,
howling away
Au! Au au auuuuuu!
Behind the dog was an old farmer on a rocking chair
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The man asked the farmer, “Why is your dog howling?
The farmer answered, “Probably because he’s sitting on a
nail.

Surprised, the man replied, “Well, why won’t he get off?
The farmer chuckled and said, “Probably because it doesn’t
hurt enough yet.
Lesson: Unless a ‘nail’ in your life is hurting enough, you just
howl. For instance, you may be unhappy that you’re not
making money online, but you’re not going to do anything
unless the pain becomes extremely unbearable, such as
running out of savings, or your partner threatening to leave
you unless you get your act in gear
Why? Because we’re generally motivated more by pain
than pleasure.
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Ask yourself what’s not working in your life right now. Look
at how much money you have. Think about where you could
be in, say, a year’s time. Start to feel uncomfortable. And the
more uncomfortable you can make yourself feel, the more
likely you are to act

Creating vs. consuming
Here’s a great lesson from Wayne Rooney, a brilliant
Manchester United soccer player, on what not to do
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He gambled away half a million pounds (US$675,000) in 2
hours: that’s £4,000 ($5,400) per minute. Imagine that

You can see that this happens in the animal kingdom as
well

This macaque weighs double its usual weight: 8kg

This happens to us every day. We lose x amount of
productivity every minute because of online addiction. Ask
yourself: Do you get sucked into constant sur ng and
clicking
Chances are, you do. That’s normal because we’re all
‘dopamine addicts’. We click and click and keep going to
Facebook because it makes us feel good when we see
something that amuses, entertains, educates or inspires us.
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Like the Chunky Monkey, we are addicted to consuming. We
consume information when we should be creating it.

But consuming information about online marketing isn’t the
same as creating.
Sur ng and absorbing gives us the impression we’re moving
forward but unless we actually implement what we learn
then we can too easily forget all we’ve read within one or 2
days.
If you’re not so sure this is true, think of a time recently that
you surfed about online marketing then stop what you’re
doing right now and type up what you remember. It’s likely
that you will write no more than 100 words, yet you may
have read 5,000
The lesson: Get addicted to creating, not consuming. The
high is just as great – and you won’t feel bad afterwards

Humans are lazy
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We are all incredibly lazy. It’s human nature to aim to do the
minimum possible. Here’s an example: This is my vacuum
cup
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Every day I put it in my bag and drive 6 minutes to a local
lake for a walk then pop to the nearby Costa Coffee and
read the paper, looking for articles to share in articles,
during a webinar, etc. I bring home a dirty cup.
Can you see the dried remains from the latte on its
edges?

What do I do? Part of me doesn’t want to do anything. I can
rinse the cup out, but every day I face the same dilemma: I
simply can’t be bothered to rinse it out and clean it. So I tell
myself: I’m going to do the absolute minimum
In my case, the absolute minimum is to remove the lid and
put a bit of water in it, so I can stop the remains from drying
and sticking to the sides
So I then remove the lid, and as I add water, I eventually
rinse it out. And then I think to clean it with the yellow
scrubber and, before I know it, it’s all clean. The process
only takes 20 seconds
I notice crazy stuff like this because I’m fascinated by how
lazy we humans are, always looking to do the minimum
possible to get by.
Try this: document how lazy you are and see how you don’t
want to do stuff. You’ll realise how simple your tasks actually
are and that you’re just being lazy
Lesson: The only way to get stuff done is to just start and do
the absolute minimum necessary, and often, before you
know it, you’re doing far more than you expect

The best time to get started
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Personally I would recommend getting started with your
online business rst thing in the morning, right before you
get sucked into emails, Facebook, errands, etc. This way, it
becomes an important part of your day. Set aside a couple

of minutes after you’ve eaten breakfast (or before, whatever
works for you best). What matters is you get something
done early in the day rather than leave it until the evening
when you’re tired and easily distracted by TV etc
Or you can listen to the crazy voice in your head that tries to
put things off until tomorrow
Check out this shirt I photographed recently on a walk round
my local lake which has a playground area. I asked the guy
if I could take a picture of his shirt and he said yes

Don’t ‘just do it’ tomorrow. Just do it today

Invest in the right knowledg
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Here’s a picture of an amazing info marketer called Simon
Coulson with 2 of my books

Simon has done £25m ($32m) in online sales by studying
the very best, trying out their ideas, doing more of what
works …and less of what doesn’t
Listening is hard – and acting isn’t so easy either.
How do you not do £25m in sales? Well, one thing you can
do is not listen to people who have experience in any
market or with an approach. Or, if you do listen to people,
you don’t act on it
It’s crazy simple: Ask people for advice, by all means
challenge them on it if you see a hole in their argument and,
if it seems they could be right, implement their advice.
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Say yes to opportunities

There’s a good reason why you should, in general, say yes
to opportunities that come your way: you will learn new
things about the world and the different ways people create
success in life. And often you can put these ideas into
practice yourself – and easily too
For example, I chatted with Simon the other day and we
discussed the idea of me sharing my knowledge about how
to make money with simple ebooks on Amazon.
I could have said ‘no’ as I’m busy with lots of projects – but I
said ‘yes’ because, even though it’s a lot of work creating
slides, I love sharing what I’ve learned and helping other
people just like you start to make good money with thin
books.
Often the majority of the work is outsourced to top workers
charging a few dollars an hour.
But by running this webinar I also get to remind myself what
I know and this clari es my thinking
Simon gave me a deadline and I sat down this morning and
created this pdf you’re reading now
I hope you’re nding it helpful
Would you do something for me? Would you do everything
you can to attend my upcoming webinar
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Most likely you’ve got other things on your plate, but I’ll be
sharing with you some simple steps to making good money
with Amazon. How? By selling simple books that solve

simple problems containing far fewer words than you think –
even using PLR materials.
Plus how to turn this into an almost automated machine with
outsourced workers helping you massively to sell books
which sell while you sleep
So put the date in your diary, show up to the webinar, make
some great notes, and ask any questions you want after I’ve
shown some slides
Imagine attending and feeling so inspired by the simple
steps that you actually start taking action to create your new
ongoing online income stream.
After all, if others are having great success online, then you
can too because you’re just as smart, or smarter, than they
are
See you very soon!
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Chris

